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ABSTRACT

Fused deposition modeling is a proven technology, widely diffused in industry, born for the fabrication of aesthetic and functional prototypes. Recently used for small and medium series of parts and for tooling, it received particular attention in order to integrate prototyping systems within production. A limiting aspect of this technology is the obtainable roughness and above all its prediction: no machine software and Computer-Aided Manufacturing implements a relationship between process parameters and surface quality of components. The prediction of the surface properties is an essential tool that allows it to comply with design specifications and, in process planning, to determine manufacturing strategies. Recently, great effort has been spent to develop a characterization of such surfaces. In this chapter, prediction models are presented and a new characterization approach is detailed. It is based on the theoretical prediction of the geometrical roughness profile, thus allowing it to obtain, in advance, all roughness parameters.
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INTRODUCTION

The competition, in the recent years, increased the identified need of time to market. A successful product development depends on managing resources and circumstances with conflicting objectives. The products must have highest quality, lowest cost and must be produced in a flexible way and in the shortest time (Toriya, 2010; Bramley, Brissaud, Coutellier, & McMahon, 2005). The introduction of new technologies increases the number of options at disposal of industries, but the management of such a manufacturing landscape becomes complex. In such a way, the improvement of the productivity must be accomplished by maintaining, if not improving, product quality. Several factors make this aim very difficult. We can only sign: fast changing in customer desires, significance of aesthetic, environmental requirements, decreasing in lifetime, decreasing prices, decreasing budgets, limitation from regulations and standards (Gebhardt, 2003). Thus, the knowledge of the optimum machining parameters is vital, and the industry must acquire as quickly as possible this process parameters for each specific operation. A product requirement, that research has extensively investigated, is the surface quality. It plays an important role on product properties, such as wear resistance, coating and light reflection (Whitehouse, 2011). It is well known that a reliable indicator is surface roughness expressed by several parameters. The intrinsic complexity, arising from surface fabrication, makes its modeling very difficult leading to significant area of interest. In the optics of fabricating a high surface-quality product, the resources necessary to improve the manufacturing chain are numerous and affect several process stages: product design, test, fabrication, market. The efficient use of such resources calls for new technologies. As a result, in the last two decades, a powerful tool for rapid product development has been introduced, namely, rapid prototyping (RP). This term is used in a variety of industries to describe a process for rapidly creating components before final release or commercialization. In a product development context, the term RP was used widely to describe a host of technologies which creates physical part directly from digital data. Respect to traditional technologies, RP builds the parts adding or bonding material, layer by layer: this idea offers advantages in many applications because parts can be fabricated with any geometric complexity without the need for elaborate machine setup or final assembly. Other manufacturing processes require a careful and detailed analysis of the part geometry to determine the sequence of the operations, the needed tools, the process parameters, the machines setup, the fixing systems, and the semi-manufactured products. Conversely, RP needs only part specifications, and process parameters do not depend upon geometric complexity, employing the same semi-manufactured product. These advantages, combined with the recent introduction of new materials and the improvements of part quality and machines accuracy, make these technologies reliable to produce final products.
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